In the richest country in the world, millions of poor, working-class and middle-class Americans are struggling to get by. And it ain’t their fault.

Southeast Michigan Jobs with Justice invites your group to host a “Reversing Runaway Inequality” workshop, where your members will learn what is making our country so sick and unequal.

The workshop is for activists and anyone else who want to learn how we can work together to reverse runaway inequality. It’s interactive, thought provoking, and fun. Together, participants figure out the answers to such questions as, What’s the wage gap between the average worker and CEO? (see answer below). JWJ provides the workshop leader and materials, you provide the venue and the participants.

Fundamental change cannot come as long we stay stuck in our respective silos. We have to come together as a unified movement.

We can’t continue to only wear the hat of labor, community or faith activist. We must also wear the hat of movement builder.

The Reversing Runaway Inequality workshop helps activists connect with each other across the issues and become movement builders.

So far, more than 500 union, community and faith-based activists have taken the “Reversing Runaway Inequality” workshop, including members of CWA, UAW, USWA, APRI, APWU, NAACP, Sierra Club, Michigan Voices, Oakland Forward, First United Methodist Church, Brighton and Grosse Pointe Unitarian Churches, MCHR, EJAM, and many others.

To schedule a workshop, contact
Southeast Michigan Jobs with Justice, semjwj2@gmail.com

**QUESTION**: How big is the wage gap between the average worker and a CEO?

**ANSWER**: It’s much bigger than we think.

The reality: 844 to 1

What we think it is: 36 to 1

What we think it should be: 7 to 1